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Commentationes Mathematicae Universitatis Carolinae
1, 4 (1960)
A SURPACE IN A SPACE WITH PROJECTIVE C0NNEXI9N
Bohumil CENKL, Praha
Let us consider a 2~dimensional domain of parameters
Ji . To every point ALE JI let there correspond a 3~dirnen
sional centreprojective space
P3 (AJŮ
with centre
A0(u)<. Let $
be an are connecting two pointa u.4 ,
ALx of the domain of parameters SL(tfeJl)
a nd let there
1
between the local spa
be given the homology ' Hi^u. ^)
i
1
ces
P3Í4x ) , P 3 (^ ) » Let a connexion be given by the
equations dA « coí A J
. co? = JTV du, **"
tcy*• = 0
3
(<t,j ~ 0f1,Z,3;
dL^^l
ueiined
e The Konig's variety P ,
in this way is called a surface 7Í wtth projective conne
xion* It is possible to choose the coordinate systém (reper)
7Í
in such a way that the connexion is gi
on the surface
ven by the equation

dA^^A^d^tdvA^) dA^^A.f^A^dtcA^^d^A^ ;
dA^lA+jdvA^Az+(HlUu,A3; dA^A^A^A^A^
«*.o* d^iJr; dir, *>Í=0,[du.d*j4
Jk

fe

w

*

0, (*,k=Ot1,0

;

ť

«.  <  <  «; * *;  * • * :  ^  * : * *• i •

Consider upon the surface 7T a curve c which has
contact of th^first order with the asymptotic u. = con*t at
a point
A 0 , • Consider the tangenta to the asymptotics
1/= c<nwt from the points' on the curve
c
• They fořti a
ruled surface* Then there exists such a quadric such that
one systém of its lineš has a linecontact of second order
with our ruled surface0 This quadric we shall denote by
• QILC^) ( phi
±3 the SmithMeshke'a invariant of the con~
.. tact of the curve
c with the asymptotic Ác^c&nét )„ if
we interchange the asymptotics we get a quadric Qvr(i>)m In
;the two parametric bundle of quadrics QC^X)^^
(T>)IXQ,4L.(Í))
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; '

;

JfaTJ

there exists for A

a

singulár quadric consisting of

a tangent plane of ie surface ÍT at the point A 0
and a
plane f . which áoes not contain the point A0 (if Sv^ 0 ,
then the surface is not without torsion; if X = - 0 then both
planeš pasa through the point A c ) . If we consider the
charaetéristics of one-parametric ( ti = am6t 0 r arrvbt )
systems of such planeš X
of singulár quadrics (which are
not tangent planeš) we háve for fixed an invariant point
P(j)
in X , which is their point of intersection. The
pointa P(i?) lie on a line n.
which passes through the
point A 0 of the surface if
- the f i r s t
pseudon o r m á l
of the surface with projeetive connexiono If we
consider the dualisation Po^ of the surface we háve a
duál quadric Q to the quadric Q W , lk-4^
•« The quadric
Q
consists of two planeš, the line of intersection of
which is the f i r s t
n o r m á l
it6
. The normál
tt0 and a pseudonormal n. are generally different lineš.
A canonical plane is determined by these lineš. The second
pseudonormal is duál to the first one. The summit of the
quadric "QC-9, j ^ ,
is a s e c o n d
n o r m á l of
the surface

7T

•

There are oo% osculating quadrics & 3 of the sur face at the point A a
• Then
A *0
, there exist exactly three curves passing through the point A c . ón the surface and having contact of the third order with a certairi Q 3 9 But when
sví 0 $ there is a differentíal equa tion of the second order f ^ ^ v + ^ i V ^ + d j í v - ' ) 3 ^ ^ - 0
9
the solution of which are the curves of the surface 37" having contact of the third order with $3 at a point A 0 „
The osculating planeš of these curves are the tangent planeš
of a cone of third degree. This cone has three singulár tangent planeš passing through one straight line. We call this
line a n o r m á l /n,i(§ ,1%) with respect to G>3
( ^
depends on two parameters only). If
5

3 1 + h,
Ámong the c^3

3

"A^K
quadrics
- 29 -

we

obtain the normál n- ' •

Q$

it is possible to find

«*ť
quadrics bl1 in the fol wing way. Consider a.
straight line fi
passing thro ;r tne point A e of the
surface '/T
, which is not a : .e of tangent plane at the
point A0
. Let
R1
be the. >aofac'e formed by the tan 
gents to the asymptotic curves
i  &onót from the points
on the asymptot ic curve , tt= tcr,..:
R^
be the
t And let
correw.ponding surface, if we interchange the asymptotics.
Let
%^
be a line on the surface
R.,
cohtaining the
point
A0
and analogously
ť',,
on the surface
Kz .<,
The surfaces
R1
,
R2
a; clearly nondevelopable
surfaces* Two straight. lineš tt , /tt
(or ^ , t^
5
'de termine a plane
t^
(or
T
)ť On the line ^
(or
v
ťt.x ) the re is a point p,
(c : ř^ ) which is a tan 
gent point of the plane x,
(o*
x^ ) with the surface
5 * The straight i 5ne Ł
which is determi
R i (or Rz
:>: d by the two points Rř
, FJ
is called the reciprocal
line to ji. . The quadric (^
', ť: that quadric G$
with
respect to which ft , Ł?
ar aolar lineš, The equation
of U., is in the local coordinate systém x°x^,x A " = ^ 6 < ) .
Ainong the normál s ni^i^,^)
we háve 1% C0t0)~ n^ which
belongs to the quadric 0,^ * The normála TI
and /ni de
termine a plane* The intersection of this plane with the
tangent plane is a tangent to ti" curve ďdu. &dir^O
passing
through the point
nD
« The s' cond normál <rt^
is the
polar line to u 1
with respect .0 Q< (r?=0, hx^bť*ax.*'~ 0) .
The normál u 1 is not a line of the plane deterrnined by n
, Let $
be a tangent curve to the curve
and ffh0
a<L<jLJrdv = 0 at a point A 0
and let $
háve a contact
of third order with the osculating quadric Q<i of the sur
face JT , From the points on the curve ý
consider tan 
gents to the asymptot ic lineš; then we obtain two systems of
<zo4 quadrics
íf1
,
G^ , which háve contact of the
second order with one of the considered line surface. The
quadric
6,
has in a convenient coordinate systém the
equation
.
% , . ,,&
<» *. ?
c .

řlow let us consider homologies conserving the surface.
element of the third order0

For a surface with projective connexion, there are two
kinds of homologies of local space onto itself. In homologies
of the first kind, the asymptotes are identical while in ho
mologies of the second kind one asymptotě corresponds to the
other and vice verš a. It can be shov/n that the homology of
the first.kind exists also in the čase, when on the surface
4v 4 0
holds. For the existence of the
*ST the relation
homology of the second kind, however, the condition h = Q
homologies of
is necessary and sufficient. There are oo*
the second kind. Among them are
o©'1 perspective homolo 
gies, the summits of which necessarily lie on Darboux's tan
gent s at a considered point.
,

If h=>0
on a surface
7f
, then the singulár
quadric consists of two planeš. One is a tangent plane of
$f
at the point AD and thejother T, is a plane contai
ning the point A0
. There exists an infinity of curves
), such that
(determined by the equation adu.  4 r d v *Q
the characteristics of the oneparametric systém of planeš
T, along one curve of the systém are invariant lineš, the
f i r s t
n o r m á l a
n°
ofthe surface with projec
tive connexion without torsion. The s e d o n d
norma!
TL°
is a polar line to ru
with respect to the main
Lie's quadrié;• (X (0,4) «
We shall call "pseudogeodetics" on a surface 7T the
curves v* a (VL)
for which J4> (u.,v, dwT dv)
has an
extremal value, if 4> is an'invariant differential fornr
on the given surface JT . If we také c/> '= adtt t &dv it can
be shown that the necessary and sufficient condition for
vsťpítí') to be a pseudogeodetic curve is that the relation
&„+ &ú,*'0
should hold. In this čase, however, each cur
ve which passes through the given point is a pseudogeodetic
curve. If we use the invariant forms v Zaůdudir
$
' r—

1 —

j—Y

JS^da, díT

y^ařdu \Mr dv
,
jj^ aZaTKJrdxr
( X, , A 2 are
arbitrary parameters), we háve given the respective Euler 
Lagrange's differential equations of the pseudogeodetics. The
corresponding osculating planeš of the pseudogeodetics always
envelop a cone of the third degree. There exists a straight
line which is the intersection of three singulár tangent

planeš to this cone* We thus nav ť three invariant straight
lineš (with respect to invariant differential forms) which
lie in one plane* This invariant olane is formed by lineš
Í X % |  { V  > *
ť
ŘJksk.
_
(the normals) <n° (X)

For values of the parameter A s 0 , | , J
, We obtain three
normals corresponding to our three forms. We háve a bundle
*t(§,A) which isř formed by mf (A)
and n0
m Among the
normals *i*'Cfc) there does not exist a line such that the
developable surfaces of the congruence of these lineš in 
tersect the eonjugate net on íí
0
By Wilcsynskj/s directrix of a surface with projective
connexion we shall understand a Í;: aeralization of that line
from a projective spaco, where we consider the definition
by means of a líne ar complex. The W.do has the folio wing
characteristic in a projective epace: if we také an arbitra
ry straight line p. passing through the point A 0
of a
surface 'Jf
and a straight line ^
reciprocal to rt ,
we get two line congruences
T] i T\
in a corresponden
ee C ť If C is a developable correspondence and if
the developable ruled surfaces of these congruences inter 
séct a conjugate net on JT ? then p, is a W.d. Such
a straight line on a surface with projective connexion, how
ever, does not exist, not even whon the surface is without
to be only a developab
torsion. If? however^ we want C
le correspondence* oř 1^ > TI 'fcoCLrfc a conjugate net
by their developable ruled surfaces, then we get the W.d.
as a solution of a certain systém of partial differential
equations, This systém has only one solution if initlal čou
dit ions are given, that means if p.
is chosen at one
point. In this čase, however, W.d* defined "in sluch a way a~
re not identical with the W.d* studied by A.Švec, by means
of the definition by a linear complex, on the assumption that
we choose ft
at the particular point as a W.d. of Švec's
systém.
Let us consider two surfaces 7Í
jective connexion. Let íí
and
ff
'

.;
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, 3?
with pro^
be in an asymptotic

correspondence
C
. Let H he a homology between the
local spaces at the considered pr nts. It is possible to show
that a linearising line (introdu* s by E.Čech) of a tangent
to an asymptotic
tr=r a»wt
ís H characteristic only
when íhíi
. If ?T is g i v n , then Ťf depends on f 1
ve functions of one variable. In oider for a linearising li
ne of a tangent to an asymptot ic dv?0 to be a tangent to
one curve of a systém adu, Adv x 0
passing through a gi
ven point it is necessary and suíficient that the equation
u (a/  CL°O t a?  a JXft, ° ) +• • &(J3  $) * 0
should hold. If 3T
is given, then 7f depends on fi e functions of one vsriable.
The space with projective connexion (3dimenslonal)
without torsion, where through ei;ch point pass three surf a 
ces, on which the systém of curv.: ; axLu, krdxr^ 0 is un 
determined í a,zzir=0)
±s characterized by the equations
Uf
Ai%"

gs  g1
i* ""

«1

 P 1  R*
'« ~

' 3Í5L

 R3 ™ 0
"^2

'

where

(B.CENKL, The normals of a surfsc^ in a space with projecti
ve connexion, sent to be printe.";
A.ŠVEC, Sur la geometrie diff érei'ielle ď u n e surface plongée
dans un espace a trois dimensions a connexion projective,
sent to befprinted).
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